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Shalom all! Welcome to Torah Notes + PLUS… (

)

FIRST UP…..
IF YOU HAVE A PRAYER REQUEST YOU WOULD LIKE PEOPLE ON THE LIST TO
PRAY FOR YOU CAN SEND THEM TO ME AT TOLMM@ETZ-CHAYIM.ORG OR BY
TEXT MESSAGE TO 575 644-7706 AND I WILL SEND THEM BY EMAIL ONLY.
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING GOOD TO SHARE LET ME KNOW AND I WILL PUT IT
INTO THE NEWSLETTER…

Remember that you can support the work of Tree of Life Messianic Ministries
with a donation made via PayPal or by check to PO Box 467, Organ, NM 88052.
Your donation helps our continued outreach to inmates and the time it takes to
put this Newsletter together.

Tree of Life Messianic Ministries is an approved Giving
Charity by PayPal. To donate go to etz-chayim.org and click on the PayPal Link.
Tree of Life Messianic Ministries primarily focuses on its Prison Ministry and
helping form groups in the prisons. TOLMM also seeks to help Home Groups and
offers a covering for Home Groups and the combined experience of leadership
from Rabbi Philip Hammond and Rabbi Mordecai Silver. Group leaders can
receive recognition as Elders under TOLMM, which will help in an advisory role.
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Your support is needed for the Prison Ministry due to continuing rising costs.
We now have an Affiliate in Australia.

POINT OF INFORMATION
BOTH RABBI BRANDT AND I HAVE BOOKS LISTED ON AMAZON AND ON HER
WEBSITE-SEE BELOW. TO SEARCH FOR MY BOOKS ON AMAZON ENTER “BOOKS
BY RAV MORDECAI SILVER”. MINE ARE AVAILABLE IN PRINT FORMAT ONLY. I
HAVE TWO NEW BOOKS ON AMAZON: RAV SHA’UL AND REFLECTIONS ON
TORAH.
FOR RABBI HAMMOND’S BOOK GO TO AMAZON.COM.
FOR RABBI BRANDT’S BOOKS YOU CAN GO TO HER WEBSITE AT
HTTP://WWW.DEBORAHSMESSIANICMINISTRIES.COM/BOOK%20NOOK.HTM
TO SEE THE LIBRARY OF BOOKS SHE CARRIES, BOTH THROUGH HER WEBSITE
AND ON AMAZON. RABBI BRANDT HAS SEVERAL DEVOTIONALS TO AID YOU IN
YOUR WALK WITH MESSIAH YESHUA. SHE TRULY HAS A SERVANT’S HEART FOR
MESSIAH.

HOME GROUPS, CONGREGATIONS AND PEOPLE
SEEKING FELLOWSHIP…
Shawn Warren lives in Arizona. If you know of someone who is looking for a
group in that area, please let me know and I will send the information to Shawn.
Marcia Hedrick would like to host a group on the west side of El Paso in her
home. She also needs someone to lead the group while she will be the host. If
you are interested let me know and I will send her the information.
Gabriel Martinez has a home group in El Paso (different area). If interested let
me know and I will send him the information.
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Rabbi Deborah Brandt, Ph.D., is the Director of JSI and has classes and seminars
for JSI and has online Bible studies. Contact her at Rabbindmm@comcast.net.
Rabbi Brandt has a Shabbat Service on Zoom and a Bible Study online on Zoom.
Contact her for more information. Rabbi Brandt is located Illinois.
Rabbi Phillip Hammond has a Zoom Bible Study and a Shabbat Service on Zoom
Sat. morning at 11:00am. Rabbi Hammond is in Australia and the time
difference would be 5:00pm Friday Mountain Time. Rabbi Hammond also has a
men’s group. You can contact Rabbi Hammond at Philip@etz-chayim.org. Rabbi
Hammond is now affiliated with Rabbi Mordecai Silver and his ministry, Tree of
Life Messianic Ministries. Check out Rabbi Hammond’s at https://www.etzchayim.org/australia-affiliate/.
We thank you for your support.
Blessings in Messiah Yeshua,
Rabbi Mordecai Silver, Ph. D., and Rabbi Philip Hammond, Ph.D.

MESSIANIC TEACHING ON THE WEEKLY TORAH, HAFTARAH, AND APOSTOLIC
SCRIPTURE PORTIONS…

Message for 5-28-22
Message Originally Shared on 5/8/99
B'Chukotai-In My Statutes
Lev. 26:3-27:34
Jer. 32:6-27 - Jer. 16:19-17:14
1 Cor. 7:21-23 Philippians 3:20 Gal. 6:7 1 Yochanan 1:6-10;
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2:15-17
The Parshah B'vhukotai, last of the book of Leviticus, promises a time of security, peace, and
prosperity for those who are faithful to God. You shall eat your fill of bread and dwell securely
in your land. I will grant peace in your land, and you shall lie down untroubled…(26:5). Would
not a people blessed in this manner have reason to be grateful, to rejoice? But even when it goes
less than perfect for us, we are wise to count our blessings and to live with gratitude in our
hearts. That, too, is faithfulness.
Leviticus-Vayikra 25:23-24, 55
23: The land shall not be sold in perpetuity, for the land is Mine; for you are sojourners and
residents with Me. 24: In the entire land of your ancestral heritage, you shall provide
redemption for the land. 55: For the Children of Israel are servants to Me, they are My
servants, whom I have taken out of the land of Egypt - I am the Lord, your God.
1 Corinthians 7:21-23
21: Were you a slave when you were called? Well, don't let it bother you; although if you can
gain your freedom, take advantage of the opportunity. 22: For a person who was a slave when
he was called is the Lord's freedman; likewise, someone who was a free man when he was
called is a slave of the Messiah. 23: You were bought at a price, so do not become slaves of
other human beings.
Philippians 3:20
20: But we are citizens of heaven, and it is from there that we expect a Deliverer, the Lord
Y'shua the Messiah.
Jeremiah 32:18-19
18: You are the One Who deals kindly with thousands [of generations] and repays the sin of
parents into the bosom of their children after them; the great and mighty God, His Name is
the
Lord, Master of Legions; 19: great in counsel and mighty in deed, Your eyes are cognizant to
all the ways of mankind, to grant each man according to his ways and the consequences of his
deeds.
Galatians 6:7
7: Don't delude yourselves: no one makes a fool of the Lord! A person reaps what he sows.
Behar, the first of the normal two Torah portions, contains the laws of Shemita (the Sabbatical
year), the commandment to allow the land to lie fallow every seventh year. It is taught that the
mitzvah-commandment of the Sabbatical year strengthens our faith. For six years the Jew earned
his bread by working the soil; in the Shemita year he must trust in G-d alone.
The mitzva of Shemita drives home the idea that God sustains the world without intermediaries.
When the Jew returns to his agricultural pursuits after the Shemita year, it is with the renewed
recognition that G-d is the source of all blessing.
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The Talmud relates that the Jew is characterized by the fact that "He believes in God, yet he
sows." The Jew plants seeds in the ground not because he trusts in nature, but because he has
faith that God will send him his livelihood if he does so.
This faith in God exists on two levels. On the lower level, we trust that God will continue to
cause the laws of nature (which He set in place) to operate. We recognize that all blessing comes
from God, yet the laws of nature still have to be taken into consideration.
A higher level of faith is when we bypass the laws of nature and perceive that God perpetually
creates the world from nothingness each and every moment. Natural phenomena exist, but only
because God desires that these phenomena exist this very minute. On this level we sow the
ground only because God has commanded us to, as a means of providing a channel for His
blessing.
There is, however, a level of faith that is superior to even this, and that is the level of the Shemita
year. During the six years we work, regardless of how much we sense that God is the source of
all blessing, working within nature contributes to the illusion that "natural forces" somehow play
a role in the results. We may correctly perceive our direct relationship with God, but externally it
still appears as if our bread is derived through a "natural" process.
Leviticus 26:9, 11-17
9: I will turn My attention to you, I will make you fruitful and increase you; and I will
establish My covenant with you. 11: I will place My Sanctuary among you; and My Spirit will
not reject you. 12: I will walk among you; I will be God unto you, and you will be a people
unto Me. 13: I am the Lord, your God, Who took you out of the land of Egypt from being
their slaves; I broke the staves of your yoke and I led you erect. 14: But if you will not listen to
Me and will not perform all of these commandments; 15: if you consider My decrees
loathsome, and if your being rejects My ordinances, so as not to perform all My
commandments, so that you annul My covenant - 16: then I will do the same to you… 17: I
will turn My attention against you, you will be struck down before enemies; those who hate
you will subjugate you - you will flee with no one pursuing you.
Jeremiah 17:5, 7, 9-10
5: Thus said the Lord: Accursed is the man who trusts in people and makes flesh [and blood]
his strength and turns his heart away from the Lord. 7: Blessed is the man who trusts in the
Lord, then the Lord will be his security. 9: The heart is the most deceitful of all, and it is
fragile - who can know it? 10: I, the Lord, plumb the feelings and test the innermost thoughts,
to give to man according to his ways, the fruit of his deeds.
God's punishments are meant not as revenge, but to influence people to repent, and for that
reason they are inflicted in stages of increasing severity, until repentance and God's mercy finally
come.
1 Yochanan-John 1:6-10
6: If we claim to have fellowship with Him while we are walking in the darkness, we are lying
and not living out the truth. 7: But if we are walking in the light, as He is in the light, then we
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have fellowship with each other, and the blood of His Son Y'shua purifies us from all sin. 8:
If we claim not to have sin, we are deceiving ourselves, and the truth is not in us. 9: If we
acknowledge our sins, then, since He is trustworthy and just, He will forgive them and purify
us from all wrongdoing. 10: If we claim we have not been sinning, we are making Him out to
be a liar, and His Word is not in us.
Who are we making out to be a liar? G-d! Who is the Word? Y'shua! So, if you claim salvation
in Messiah but continue to sin, knowingly. How can Y'shua be in you? Yes, we all sin from time
to time, but when we realize what we have done we turn to G-d and ask Him to forgive us. That's
the difference. We accept responsibility for our actions, but we also realize that without G-d's
help we cannot ever overcome the sin.
1 Yochanan 2:15-17
15: Do not love the world or the things of the world. If someone loves the world, then love for
the Father is not in him; 16: because all the things of the world - the desires of the old nature,
the desires of the eyes, and the pretensions of life - are not from the Father but from the world.
17: And the world is passing away, along with its desires. But whoever does God's will remain
forever.
Jeremiah 17:12-15
12: Like the Throne of Glory, primevally exalted, is the place of our Sanctuary. 13: O Lord,
Hope of Israel! May all who forsake You be ashamed; may those who turn aside from my
[teachings] be inscribed [for burial] in the earth; for they have forsaken the Lord, the Source
of fresh water. 14: Heal me, Lord, and I will be healed; save me, and I will be saved; for You
are my praise. 15: Behold, they say to me, "Where is the Word of the Lord? Let it come true!"
In the Hebrew it says: Mi-kor mayim chayyim - The Source-mikor is from the same root word as
mikvah, which is fountain or source of the water. Mayim chayyim means the waters (plural) of
life (plural). The Source is the Father, and the waters of life come from the Son and the Ruach
Hakodesh-the Holy Spirit.
It is precisely in the Shemita year, when we are freed from the responsibility of working and can
devote ourselves to the things of God without interruption, that the full magnitude of our faith in
God is revealed. This faith is so pure that it transcends the limitations of the human mind.
Indeed, this level of faith is required of all those who are Believers in God, and will be attained
by all on "the day that is entirely Shabbat" - in the Messianic era and Shemini Atzeret-the Eighth
Day-Eternity with the Full and Complete Redemption.
*Source [in other words: God], teach me to pursue my own happiness by contributing to the
happiness of those I love, and show me that there are blessings in my life even when I lose
sight of the goodness that has surrounded and sustained me all my days.

I include a Traditional Torah Commentary and my Messianic Commentary. The reason for this
is so you can see a Messianic Perspective and a Traditional Jewish one. Remember to use
discernment in approaching Traditional Jewish teachings as they do not recognize Yeshua as
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the Messiah. There are various ideas in traditional Jewish circles about the Messiah and even
that there is no Messiah, the thinking in Reform Judaism. So, please be careful to balance the
teachings.
NOTE: I do not agree with the Jewish position on Yeshua, but Believers need to know the Jewish
thinking on Yeshua and not buy into this thinking and forsake faith in our Messiah. For those who
say they would never do this, I must beg to differ, because I have seen it over my life as a Jewish
Believer in Yeshua. I have been a Believer in Messiah Yeshua since 1976. I have seen a lot and had
many discussions with my fellow Jews and non-Jews who ultimately turned away from Yeshua
because they steeped themselves in Jewish teachings. One does not come out of either traditional
Judaism or Christianity and come into the Messianic walk, and then going back, or into,
traditional Judaism. There are many good things in Judaism but denying Yeshua as Messiah is not
one of them. Berachot (Blessings), Rabbi Mordecai Silver, Ph.D.

A TRADITIONAL TORAH AND HAFTARAH
COMMENTARY…

Parashat Bechukotai: Summary Lev. 26:3-27:34
God enumerates the rewards for keeping the commandments and the
punishments for violating them; the laws of tithes are then listed.
God says: If you follow My laws and faithfully observe My commandments, I will grant rain so
that the earth shall yield its produce and the trees their fruit. I will grant peace and you shall
sleep with no fear. I will cause vicious beasts to withdraw from the land and your enemies will
fall before you.
I, your God, will look with favor upon you and make you fertile and multiply. I will establish My
covenant with you. I will place My Sanctuary among you and My Spirit will not reject you. I will
walk among you, I will be God to you, and you will be a people to Me. I, who broke the bonds of
your slavery and taught you to walk upright.
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But if you will not listen to Me, if your soul rejects My laws and if you do not carry out My
commandments and break My covenant, then I will do the same to you. I will bring upon you
illness that fills the spirit with grief. You will then sow your seed in vain. I will set My
countenance against you, and you will be beaten by your enemies. Those that hate you will rule
over you and you will flee even though no one pursues you.
If you still will not heed Me, then I shall punish you further. I will break the pride of your might.
I will make your heaven like iron and your land like copper. Your strength will be spent in vain;
your land will not give produce and your trees will not bear fruit. And if you walk with Me only
by chance or walk contrary unto Me, I will add yet another blow. I will let loose wild beasts to
rob you of your children and destroy your cattle, and your roads will become desolate.
If you still walk with Me only by chance or walk contrary unto Me then I, too, will walk with you
only by chance and walk contrary unto you. I will strike you seven times for your sins. I will
avenge the covenant and I will deliver you into the hand of the enemy. I will send a pestilence.
You will eat your food but will not be satisfied. And if you still walk with me only by chance, I
will walk with you in the random fury of chance, then chastise you seven times for your sins.
I will destroy your lofty buildings and decimate your sun idols and place your remains beside
the remains of your monstrous gods. My Spirit will reject you. I will make your sanctuaries
desolate and will no longer accept your expressions of compliance. I will scatter you among the
nations and your land will remain desolate and your cities in ruins.
In desolation, the land will finally rest to compensate for when you dwelled upon the land
during the sabbatical years.
Those survivors among you shall be heartsick. They will confess their sin and the sin of their
ancestors for the treachery with which they betrayed Me and walked with Me only by chance.
I, too, will walk with them only by chance and bring them to the land of their enemies. Perhaps
then their unyielding heart will bow and be humbled, and punishment will be paid for their sins.
Then I shall remember My covenant with Jacob, Isaac, and Abraham, and I will remember the
land. I will remember how they despised Me and how I have not despised or rejected them or
broken My covenant with them, for I, God, am still their God.
There are ways of uttering a resolve to God, ways of showing a value for each soul. The people
may do it with shekels or land or animals and then consecrate it with priests in a holy manner.
All tithes from the land, whether seed from the ground or fruit from the tree, are the Lord’s.
They are holy to the Lord. If a man wishes to redeem any of his tithes, he must add one-fifth to
them. All tithes of the herd or the flock–all that passes under the shepherd’s staff, every tenth
one shall be holy to the Lord. One shall not inquire whether it be good or bad, neither shall one
change it. If one does change it, then it shall be holy. It shall not be redeemed.
These are the commandments, which the Lord commanded Moses, for the children of Israel in
Mount Sinai.
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Parashat Bechukotai Discussion Questions
1) In return for following God’s laws, God promises to provide rain for hearty crops and
enemies that fall easily. What does it mean then today when it doesn’t rain or when enemies
do not fall? Does it mean that God isn’t keeping God’s promise or that the Jewish people
aren’t keeping their promise to God?
2) God tells the children of Israel in this passage that if an Israelite does not hearken to God
and to God’s laws and commandments, that God will bring, among other things, illness that
fills the spirit with grief. How do you feel when you have knowingly (or unknowingly) broken
a commandment? Do you believe these feelings stem from God or from you?
3) What does it mean to walk with God only by chance or to walk in a contrary way with God?
How do you walk with God?

Haftarah for Bechukotai Jeremiah 16:19-17:14
Divine punishment is real.
In the haftarah for Parashat Bechukotai (also read when Behar and Bechukotai are combined as
a double portion) Jeremiah prophesizes on several themes in a relatively short span. Many
scholars, responding to the discontinuous nature of this section of Jeremiah, suggest that it
might be a collection of sayings culled from Jeremiah’s notes by his assistant Baruch.
The haftarah begins with a brief section in which Jeremiah discusses how God is always present
for him. Those who turn to idols or “no-gods” (19:20) will ultimately be taught the power of the
Lord.
Then Jeremiah indicts the people of Israel for their sins and warns them that they will be
punished with losing their inherited land. He transitions from a discussion of land to a
metaphor involving trees. A man who trusts only other men is cursed, like a bush in the desert,
Jeremiah explains, never seeing when good comes and dwelling in isolation. A man who lives
with trust in God is blessed like a tree planted by waters, its roots reaching a river, its leaves
evergreen, its branches producing endless fruit.
Jeremiah also reminds the people that the human heart is deceitful, but God knows its ways
and He will punish those who acquire wealth unjustly. The haftarah concludes with a short
prayer for healing; an adapted version of this prayer is now incorporated into the
weekday Amidah. Jeremiah’s prayer for healing actually continues as a longer prayer for the
destruction of his enemies, but it was truncated in order for the haftarah to end on a positive
note.

Connection to the Portion
Parashat Bechukotai ends the book of Leviticus with a series of blessings and curses. The
blessings will be bestowed on those who are obedient to God and His commandments. The
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curses will befall those who are disobedient. Though the haftarah touches on many subjects,
the central image is that of the cursed man becoming like a dry bush, and the blessed man
becoming like a lush tree.

Jewish Tidbits…

Where the Word ‘Anti-Semitism’ Comes
From
Hatred of Jews has been around for centuries, but only in the 1800s
did it begin to be referred to as 'anti-Semitism.'
Hatred of Jews has been a feature of world history for centuries. But only in the late 19th
century did a new specific word emerge to describe it.
What prompted the coining of the neologism “anti-Semitism” was the perception of an
altered relationship between Jews and the peoples among whom they lived that could not
accurately be described as mere “Judeophobia” or “Jew-hatred.” The felt need for a new
word affected not just self-identified anti-Semites. It was recognized by Jews and non-Jews
throughout Europe and wherever Europeans settled in the world.
Anti-Semitism, as a concept and a movement, was a response to the so-called Jewish
Question, which was itself precipitated by the remarkable economic, cultural, and political
ascent of the Jews during the 19th century and their entry into mainstream European life.
For some of the peoples among whom they lived, this rapid accumulation of power was
ominously threatening. Accustomed to seeing Jews as small-time chiselers, heretics,
peddlers, and parasites, they were now confronted by Jewish political leaders, cultural
luminaries, bankers, captains of industry, army officers, professors, and bosses. No longer
powerless outsiders, Jews were seen as wielders of surreptitiously acquired power.
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Seeing only the dramatic success stories, this view ignored the thousands of still
impoverished Jews dwelling in Eastern Europe and in the slums of central and western
European cities. Nevertheless, it was the fear of what Jews would do with their wildly
exaggerated power that animated efforts to disempower them before it was too late — first
in Germany, and then in many other countries. Conservative Christians, disaffected
democrats, former liberals, nationalists, cultural critics, thwarted academics, and visionary
social reformers acted against the Jewish enemy in a variety of ways. Some, though certainly
not all, were convinced that a mass movement organized based on Jew-hatred was the best
way to proceed — assuming, probably correctly, that the great majority of their countrymen
harbored some degree of resentment, suspicion, or disdain for Jews.
The term anti-Semitism emerged to describe these efforts. In Germany, Wilhelm Marr, if not
the coiner of the word, then certainly one of its major early popularizers, thought of himself
as a modern man, a student of history and science. Anti-Semitism allowed him to distinguish
the party he launched in late 1879 — the Antisemites’ League — from the religious bigotry
of medieval Jew-hatred. Like many (but not all) who shared his goals, Marr defined the
Jewish Question as one of race, not religious deviance. In the past, persecution had been
episodic; outbursts of terrible violence alternated with long periods of quiet relations
between Jews and their neighbors. In Marr’s view, such lackadaisical Jew-hatred had
allowed Jews to grow stronger and, in fact, launch plans for conquest of the non-Jewish
world. Mere religious prejudice had failed to halt their rise. The Jews had become too
powerful, too entrenched in society, to be beaten back by the occasional pogrom.
Anti-Semitism rejected these errors of the past. What was needed was disciplined and
systematic struggle, nothing less than the institutionalization of anti-Semitism in political
parties, grassroots organizations, lobbying agencies, newspapers, learned journals, and a
variety of voluntary associations action would be buttressed by modern mass media and
new technologies, by unceasing agitation. Anti-Semites had to be prepared for the long
struggle which was to continue for as long as it took to solve the Jewish Question. Whether
Marr’s contemporaries wished to admit it or not, the modern world was engaged in a race
war, a war that could not have a peaceful end.
While many agreed with Marr’s goals and methods, the term anti-Semitism itself was never
wholly embraced. Some found it too evasive, others too pseudo-scientific. The German
philosopher Eugen Duhring (1833-1921) objected to its avoidance of naming the enemy
directly. It was also seen as too imprecise. Not all Semites were deemed inimical. For
example, when Nazis sought Arab allies before and during World War II, they found it
advisable to disavow use of the term in propaganda directed at the Middle East, reassuring
potential allies that Arabs were a noble race. Even today, Arabs — Semites themselves —
object to being associated with the Jewish Question. Others, quite hostile toward Jews,
claim that because they are Semites, they cannot be accused of anti-Semitism.
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Another source of controversy that adheres to the term, even today, is its correct
orthography. Should it be anti-Semitism or antisemitism?
The issue is with the word Semitism. The word emerges from the study of languages and
may have once been a reasonably neutral description of the peoples and cultures of the
Middle East, essentially just a means of distinguishing language groups. But those who favor
antisemitism over anti-Semitism note that the term Semitentum, usually attributed to the
German Enlightenment thinker A. L. Schlozer (1735-1809), was polemical from birth,
invented to establish a polarity between superior white Christian cultures and those of the
inferior Orient. By the time the word was appropriated by critics of the Jews, however, it had
lost even a semblance of neutrality. Semitism came to signify a bundle of uniformly negative
traits.
Placing “anti” and a hyphen in front of a word typically results in its opposite. But antiSemitism is essentially a synonym of Semitism. As a result, it’s now commonplace in
academic circles to drop the hyphen. The noted Holocaust historian Deborah Lipstadt has
championed the change, saying the use of the hyphen “completely distorts the meaning of
the word.” The Anti-Defamation League and the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance have dropped the hyphen. However, the change is far from universal. The
Associated Press, the standard bearer of journalistic style, continues to use the hyphen, as
do many major news outlets, including The New York Times and the Wall Street Journal. The
Merriam-Webster dictionary and the U.S. State Department also continue to use a hyphen.

Prayer

Psalms for Every Day of the Week
Why Jewish tradition prescribes a particular psalm for each day.
If you’ve been to synagogue on a weekday morning recently, you may have head something like
this: Today is the first day of the week, on which the Levites used to recite in the Temple: “Of
David. A psalm. The earth is the Lord’s and all that it holds….”
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Today is the second day of the week, on which the Levites used to recite in the Temple: “A
song. A psalm of the Korahites. The Lord is great and much to be acclaimed….”
These refrains are familiar to morning worshippers in synagogues around the world. The
Mishnah ( Tamid 7:4 ) records that in ancient times the Levites would recite one chapter of
the Book of Psalms in the Temple each morning after the daily morning sacrifice (tamid). One
psalm was assigned to each day of the week, culminating, on the seventh day, in the psalm
whose superscription announces that it is “ a song for the Shabbat day” ( Psalm 92 ). These are
the seven psalms that are recited throughout the week:
•

Sunday: Psalm 24

•

Monday: Psalm 48

•

Tuesday: Psalm 82

•

Wednesday: Psalm 94

•

Thursday: Psalm 81

•

Friday: Psalm 93

•

Shabbat/Saturday: Psalm 92

As with some other non-sacrificial Temple traditions, the daily psalm was adopted as a
synagogue ritual. As late as the 12th century, though, we find Maimonides describing it as an
individual choice practiced by “some of the people” (Mishneh Torah, Book of Adoration, Laws
of Prayer, ch. 3)
Most often the day’s psalm is added at the end of the Shaharit (morning) service —
before Aleinu in Sephardic and Middle Eastern traditions, after Aleinu among Ashkenazim. Its
recitation usually occasions another Kaddish given to mourners to recite immediately
afterward.
Synagogue practices developed further with the addition of a special psalm for each festival and
holiday. On Passover, Psalm 136 , which details the events of the Exodus is recited.
On Hanukkah, which celebrates the Jewish victory over the Syrian Greeks and recapture and
rededication of the Temple in Jerusalem, Jews say Psalm 30 , “A song for the dedication
(hanukkah) of the Temple.” The original practice seems to have been to recite the psalm of the
day after the Shaharit service and the psalm for the holiday after Musaf (the additional Amidah
added on Shabbat and holidays), but in many communities today only the holiday psalm is
recited on such occasions.

Why these seven psalms?
The Talmud ( Rosh Hashanah 31a ) describes the significance of each daily psalm in the sevenday cycle. Rabbi Yehudah, citing Rabbi Akiva, suggests that the first six psalms in the list
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recapitulate the events of the week of creation as described in Genesis 1 , beginning on
Sundays with Psalm 24’s exclamation, “The earth is the Lord’s, and all that it holds!” — a nice
way to mark the beginning of God’s project.
Some of the Talmud’s mapping of days to elements of creation seem forced: the psalm for
Wednesday, for example, begins with “God of retribution, Lord, God of retribution, appear”
(84:1). The Talmud says this is appropriate for the fourth day of the week because “on that day
God created the sun and the moon, and God will one day punish those who worship them.”
Other connections are delightful. On Thursdays, for example, we recite Psalm 81 , which calls
out in plural form: “Sing joyously to God, our strength, raise a shout for the God of Jacob”
(81:2), reminding us — the Talmud teaches — of the many creatures brought into being on the
fifth day of creation, creatures that tweet and chirp and croak in praise of the Lord.
Rabbi Reuven Hammer suggests (in his Or Hadash commentary on the weekday prayerbook)
that “it is also possible that there is no direct connection between the psalm for each day and
what was created thereon.” Commenting on the psalm for Monday, a paean to Jerusalem,
Hammer ventures to say that “perhaps, after praising God on the first day as the Creator and
Ruler of the world, we simply go on to praise God as the One who chose Zion and sanctified it
as the specific locus of the Divine Presence. We thus move from the universal to the particular.”
One contemporary scholar suggests a different rationale for the order of the daily Psalms.
Miriyam Glazer (in The Psalms of the Jewish Liturgy) sees a “demanding process” that keeps us
on our toes all week. We begin the week on Sunday with Psalm 24 which offers a “robust,
exhilarating welcoming of Adonai in our world.” However, by Monday the mood has shifted
entirely, to the problem of God feeling very far away, and the world feeling entirely broken (not
an unfamiliar sentiment for many on a Monday morning). God taunts earthly judges in
Tuesday’s Psalm 82 , “How long will you pervert justice? How long will you favor the wicked?”
(82:2).
By the time we get to Wednesday ( Psalm 94 ), the middle of the week, Glazer continues, “we
are right at the heart of the evil in the world, right at the heart of our own
shortcomings.” Psalm 81 , the psalm for Thursday, offers a turning point as we come closer to
Shabbat. Now God begins to respond to our cries: “In distress you called, and I rescued you, I
answered you from the secret places of thunder” (81:8). By Friday, she notes, “a true
transformation has occurred—not only do we celebrate God’s reign in our universe, but we
declare our love for God’s law, God’s way.” As Friday’s Psalm 93 declares, “Your decrees are
indeed enduring, / holiness befits your house, O Lord, for all times.” (93:5)
By Shabbat morning, Glazer concludes: “we have reached a sense of spiritual and existential
security and a reassuring, gentle, and beautiful promise. Going through the week, then, is like
going through the furnace of human life into the beauty of God’s majestic light.”
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Whether reciting psalms throughout the week is like reexperiencing creation all over,
culminating in its crowning day of rest (Shabbat) or a complicated theological journey from
triumph to woe and back to reconciliation, for thousands of years the practice has been (and
will remain) a significant way for Jews to mark time with poetry and recall the ancient Temple
worship.

Food for Thought-Food to Eat

A Brief History of Krembo: Israel’s Favorite
Chocolate Treat
Fifty million are eaten each year!
Krembos — chocolate-coated domes of whipped marshmallow on a biscuit base — are Israel’s
favorite confection. Fifty million of them (that’s nine per person) are eaten each year — a hell
of a lot for a tooth-achingly sweet treat with a dairy-free chocolate-ish coating (30% choc, 70%
God knows what).
So, what is the secret to the krembo’s success? After all, there are similar products all over the
world without its cult status: mallomars (U.S.), Tunnock’s teacake (U.K.), sweetie pie (South
Africa), mohrenkopf (Germany), whippet (Canada), flødeboller (Denmark), to name a few.
After a deep — and I mean deep — internet dive, I can conclude that it’s three-fold: The
krembo has an extensive history, it’s deeply nostalgic, and it’s seasonal. Let’s get into it.

Extensive History
Most people agree that the treat originated in Denmark a couple of centuries ago and was
popular throughout Northern Europe. It was European Ashkenazi Jews escaping persecution
who brought the predecessor of krembo to pre-state Israel. This early version was always
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homemade and inherited an outrageously racist name from its Danish ancestor. Thankfully, it
was changed by the first Israeli manufacturer — the Whitman Company, who were later
acquired by Strauss — in the 1960s. They renamed the confection krembo (or
crembo), krem meaning “cream,” bo meaning “in it.”
Others claim that the treat was developed by the owners of an ice cream factory who sought a
product for the winter, when customers weren’t so interested in ice cream.
Whatever the origin, Israelis aren’t keen to deviate from the OG vanilla-flavored krembo,
though they will flirt with the elusive mocha, introduced by Whitman in 1967. Since then, many
copycat manufacturers have tried to tempt consumers with flavors like strawberry, banana, or
colorful coatings — to no avail. Which brings me to…

Deep Nostalgia
Krembos are not only nostalgic on a personal level, recalling childhood birthday parties and
after-school treats eaten on grandparents’ knees, but a collective one. By now, three
generations of Israelis have feasted on this treat, which has remained unchanged bar the
removal of its aluminum wrapper in 2018.
Fittingly, in the Hebrew translation of Harry Potter, headmaster Dumbledore’s favorite sweet is
not a sherbet lemon, but a krembo. “The equivalent children’s dessert in Israel is the krembo. If
I’d translated it as a lemon sucking candy, it wouldn’t have imparted the same image of
Dumbledore,” explained the translator Gili Bar-Hillel to World Jewish Digest.
Like any cult confection, people have strong opinions about how best to eat it. According
to Strauss — Israel’s leading krembo producer — 69% of Israelis eat krembos from top to
bottom, while only 10% start with the biscuit (a fickle 11% are open to persuasion). And though
there’s yet to be an official study, Israelis are also divided on the correct temperature of a
krembo. Some firm them up in the freezer, while others heat them in the microwave (sans, one
would hope, the aluminum wrapper) for an extra-gooey interior. An odd choice given that…

Seasonality
Krembos are only available in cold-weather months (from October to February) because they
are prone to melting in the summer heat. Logistics aside, krembo’s limited availability creates
an annual buzz, as Israelis eagerly anticipate “Krembo Season,” which often leads to shortages,
resulting in nationwide outrage.
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Craving a krembo? These chocolate-pistachio krembos will hit the
spot…MMMMMMMMMMM!
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